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An emerging potential market has generated renewed interest in civil 
supersonic aircraft

• Evidenced by the appearance of several commercial programs despite lack of 
standards for en route noise or landing and takeoff noise

The vision of the Supersonics Community is a future where fast air travel is 
available for a broad spectrum of the traveling public

• Future supersonic aircraft will not only be able to fly overland without creating an 
“unacceptable situation” but compared to Concorde and SST will be efficient, 
affordable, and environmentally responsible

Overland Flight 
Restrictions based on 

unacceptable sonic 
boom noise are 

viewed as the main 
barrier to this vision

The vision for commercial supersonic flight

Credit :Lockheed Martin

National Research and 
Policy agencies play a 

central role in developing 
the data needed for the 
regulation change that is 
essential to enabling this 

new market
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Overcoming the barrier to overland flight

• New environmental standards are needed to open the market to supersonic flight 

• An en route noise standard is the biggest challenge

– Requires proof of new design approaches

– Must replace current prohibitions

– No relevant data exists to define limits

• Community data from large, diverse population is a requirement

– Standard must be accepted internationally

The Low-Boom Flight 
Demonstration Mission is 

specifically planned to 
generate key data for success 

in NASA’s Critical 
Commitment to support 
development of en route 

certification standards based 
on acceptable sound levels
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NASA is developing a new low-boom X-Plane
Built by Lockheed Martin Skunk Works

Length = 96 ft.

Wingspan = 29.5 ft.

Cruise speed = Mach 1.4

Cruise altitude = 55,000 ft.

This X-59 QueSST aircraft will 

first fly in 2022

Flights will confirm that a 

full-scale supersonic aircraft 

can produce just a “thump”

Key data will be gathered on 

public perception of quiet 

supersonic flights in several 

cities across the nation
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➢ Sonic boom overview

➢ Psychoacoustics research
• Sonic boom simulators

• Laboratory studies

• Community studies

➢ X-59 Quiet Supersonic Technology (QueSST) aircraft

➢ Preparations for community testing

Outline

This presentation contains information on NASA activities and plans that support an ongoing Standards development process in the International 
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP).  The information contained in the presentation does 
not reflect any official positions or endorsement by ICAO CAEP.



Sonic Boom Overview
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➢ Supersonic flight      aircraft flies faster than speed 
of sound
• Shockwaves travel away from vehicle

• Shockwaves merge as they travel through the atmosphere

• Heard on the ground as a sonic boom

➢ For traditional supersonic aircraft
• Shockwaves eventually merge into bow and tail shocks

• Sonic boom is an “N-wave” signature

Sonic Boom Basics

Rise Time

Overpressure Dp

Duration
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Sonic Boom Moves with the Aircraft
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Sonic Boom Ground Exposure
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➢ Unique aspects of sonic booms
• Transient nature of sonic boom

• Low-frequency energy

• Created along entire supersonic path (en route)

• Cannot use the same methods/metrics as for subsonic aircraft

Sonic Boom Waveforms and Spectra

J. Rachami and J. Page. AIAA 2010-1385.

Example boom shapes

Variation in frequency spectra

Number of booms predicted in 2040
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➢ Perceived Level (PL) has been widely used to describe sonic boom loudness levels
• Often used as a target when optimizing supersonic aircraft designs

• Uniquely prescribes different spectral weighting for different noise levels

• It works well for explaining human annoyance to outdoor booms

• It does not work as well for booms experienced indoors

➢ Several alternate metrics have been proposed
• Different metrics treat lower frequencies differently which is critical for describing sonic boom noise

Sonic Boom Noise Metrics
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NASA is developing a new low-boom X-Plane
Built by Lockheed Martin Skunk Works

Length = 96 ft.

Wingspan = 29.5 ft.

Cruise speed = Mach 1.4

Cruise altitude = 55,000 ft.

➢ Aircraft design controls shock 
amplitudes and positions

➢ Shocks do not merge into an 
N-wave

➢ Cruise design PL = 75 dB

This X-59 QueSST aircraft will 

first fly in 2022

Flights will confirm that a 

full-scale supersonic aircraft 

can produce just a “thump”

Key data will be gathered on 

public perception of quiet 

supersonic flights in several 

cities across the nation



Psychoacoustics Research

Sonic boom simulators
Laboratory studies
Community studies
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➢ Used effectively to study human annoyance to broad range of 
boom signals under controlled conditions
• Can reproduce measured booms and booms predicted for aircraft 

designs

• Can produce other boom shapes to study human response to different 
parameters and interactions

➢ Majority of simulators reproduce sonic booms as they would 
be experienced outdoors
• Filtered outdoor waveforms or recordings of indoor waveforms have 

been also presented to estimate indoor environment, but these 
simulators lack indoor realism
▪ Absence of space and reverberation, secondary rattle and vibration, and 

aesthetic composition

➢ Most consist of airtight, small rigid-walled booth
• Driven with subwoofer loudspeakers to reproduce low frequencies 

characteristic of sonic booms

Review of Sonic Boom Simulators: Outdoor Environment

Lockheed Martin

NASA

JAXA
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Review of Headphone Capabilities

➢ High-quality headphones or earphones are also used

• Capable of reproducing audible content of sonic booms and secondary rattle noises that occur indoors

• Binaural signals have been used to approximate auditory experience of boom and rattle exposure in different-sized 
rooms

➢ Limitations

• Absence of real space and reverberation

• Absence of vibration

• Decreased realism due to limited low-frequency reproduction

• Aesthetics

16

NASA
Purdue
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➢ Newer simulators allow for more realistic indoor soundscape
• Investigate causes for elevated annoyance to sonic booms experienced indoors

➢ One configuration
• Small booth that can be configured for indoor listening using a partition with a window

▪ Boom transmits from subwoofers on wall of simulator through window partition to listener space

▪ Better approximates conditions of sonic boom impacting a building and transmitting indoors

▪ Still does not address aesthetics or subject expectation of noise environment indoors vs. outdoors

Review of Sonic Boom Simulators: Indoor Environment

JAXA
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➢ Another configuration
• Noise simulator constructed to mimic indoor environment acoustically and aesthetically 

▪ Realistic indoor soundscape and environment

▪ Control secondary rattle noises and vibration for systematic study

NASA’s Interior Effects Room (IER)

Review of Sonic Boom Simulators: Indoor Environment
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Human Response to Indoor Booms

➢ Initial studies found that boom amplitude and 
rise time persist as important factors for indoor 
response

• Longer rise times of low booms result in decreased 
annoyance

➢ No metric performs better than PL

➢ However, PL and other metrics evaluated do 
not fully account for effects of low frequencies

J. Rathsam, A. Loubeau, and J. Klos. A study in a new test facility on indoor annoyance caused by sonic booms. Technical Report TM-2012-217332, NASA, 2012.
A. Loubeau, J. Rathsam, and J. Klos. Evaluation of an Indoor Sonic Boom Subjective Test Facility at NASA Langley Research Center. Proc. Mtgs. Acoust., 12: 040007, 2013.

Rise Time

Rise Time
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Aircraft Size: Full-scale vs. Sub-scale Aircraft

➢ Objective
• Evaluate indoor annoyance to sonic booms predicted for sub-scale 

and full-scale supersonic aircraft
▪ Smaller size and weight of demonstrator create a shorter sonic boom 

with less low-frequency energy than commercial airliner

➢ Approach
• Booms (demonstrator to airliner classes) collected from various 

partners

• 30 human test subjects rated their annoyance to booms in IER

➢ Main results and significance
• For a given exterior PL, annoyance to sub-scale aircraft booms is 

not very different than for full-scale aircraft booms

• Confirmation that exterior PL can be used to evaluate supersonic 
aircraft designs, regardless of size

• Results helped justify plans for use of a demonstrator for 
community studies

IER

A. Loubeau, J. Rathsam, and J. Klos. Laboratory study of indoor annoyance caused by sonic booms from sub-scale aircraft. J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 134(5): 4220, 2013.
A. Loubeau. Evaluation of the effect of aircraft size on indoor annoyance caused by sonic booms.  J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 136(4): 2223, 2014.
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Rattle and Vibration Studies

➢ Objective
• Address concern from community studies that rattle and vibration are 

important to perception of sonic booms

➢ Approach
• 3 rattle studies using headphones with 40 binaural rattles

• 2 rattle studies in IER to validate headphone study results

• 2 vibration studies in IER using isolators on chair and shakers attached to seat

➢ Main results & significance
• “Large” (windows, walls, doors) rattle sounds more annoying than small ones

• Rattle and vibration increase indoor annoyance (penalties of 3-10 dB)

Headphones

A. Loubeau, B. M. Sullivan, J. Klos, J. Rathsam, and J. R. Gavin. Technical Report TM-2013-217975, NASA, 2013.
J. Rathsam, A. Loubeau, and J. Klos. Proc. NoiseCon13 (INCE), 307-313, 2013.
J. Rathsam, A. Loubeau, and J. Klos. J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 138(1): EL43-EL48, 2015.
J. Rathsam, J. Klos, A. Loubeau, D. Carr, P. Davies. J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 143(1): 489-499, 2018.
A. Loubeau. J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 143: 1936, 2018.
Carr et al. J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 148(1): 414-429, 2020.

IER
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➢ Selection of datasets
• Laboratory subjective studies of isolated sonic booms

• Six datasets conducted in specialized labs at NASA Langley and JAXA

• Included indoor and outdoor response

➢ Metrics downselection meta-analysis
• In partnership with ICAO experts

• ICAO agreed to metrics subset for further consideration in a noise 
certification standard for supersonic aeroplanes en route above Mach 1

Sonic Boom Noise Metrics Evaluation

70 metrics

(2014)

• Engineering 
metrics

• Loudness 
metrics

• “Hybrid” 
metrics 

25

(2014-2015)

• Expert 
judgment, 
including non-
acoustic factors

8

(2015)

• Meta-analysis 
of three lab 
studies

5

(2015)

• Additional 
analysis with 4th

study

• PL, ASEL, BSEL, 
ESEL, and ISBAP

6

(2016)

• Additional 
analysis with 5th

study

• DSEL added

6

(2017)

• Additional 
analysis with 6th

study

• Three methods 
for metric 
evaluation

J. DeGolia and A. Loubeau. A multiple-criteria decision analysis to evaluate sonic boom noise metrics. J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 141: 3624, 2017.
A. Loubeau et al. A new evaluation of noise metrics for sonic booms using existing data. 20th ISNA, 2015.
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• Indoor Sonic Boom Annoyance Predictor = 
ISBAP = PL + 0.4201 (CSEL – ASEL)

• Meta-analyses showed that all correlate well 
with human response outdoors and indoors

Sonic Boom Noise Metrics

A. Loubeau et al., “Updated evaluation of sonic boom noise metrics,” J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 144: 1706, 2018.

Six metrics for further consideration:

PL, ASEL, BSEL, DSEL, ESEL, ISBAP

Different metrics treat lower frequencies differently 
which is critical for describing sonic boom noise
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Laboratory Study Summary

➢ Sonic boom simulators have been used to investigate human annoyance to sonic booms 
in outdoor and indoor environments
• Pros:  simulators allow control over environment, testing of variety of booms

• Cons:  Setting not as realistic as at home, and only study single-event response

• Most important factors studied separately

• Confirmed notion that outdoor metric can be used to predict human response indoors

• Results indicate that sonic booms with PL ~ 75 dB are much less annoying than conventional sonic booms

▪ Annoyance levels to be confirmed with community testing

➢ Results have been used in meta-analyses to evaluate candidate noise metrics
• Subset of recommended metrics will be used in future analyses of community field data
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➢ Identify, minimize, and/or mitigate risks for future X-59 community testing

➢ Quiet Supersonic Flights 2018 (QSF18)
• Low-amplitude sonic boom community test in Galveston, Texas, USA on November 5-15, 2018

• Test methodologies in a city not used to hearing sonic booms

• Low-boom dive maneuver

▪ 4 - 8 “sonic thumps” daily (52 total)

• 500 members of public recruited to participate in survey

▪ Background, single event, and daily surveys

• 25 audio sensors set up to measure sound levels in survey area

• Public engagement

• Lessons learned

▪ Methods and planning

▪ Test Execution

▪ Data analysis

Low Boom Community Response Testing

Page et al., Quiet Supersonic Flights 2018 (QSF10) Test: Galveston, Texas Risk Reduction for Future Community Testing with a Low-Boom Flight Demonstration 
Vehicle, NASA/CR-2020-220589, 2020.

Noise Monitor Locations in Galveston
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Dose – Response Characterization
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➢ Analysis of community response survey data (2011)
• Evaluated 7 different statistical modeling techniques for single-event community response survey

• Account for correlation in responses from the same participant

Dose-Response Analysis Example

Lee et al., Statistical modeling of quiet sonic boom community response survey data, NASA/TM-2019-220427, 2019.
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➢ Applied the same models to more recent 
QSF18 data
• Larger panel size, smaller range of single-event 

levels

Dose-Response Analysis Examples

J. Lee et al. J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 147:2222,  2020.

Comparison of Impulse Noise Community Tests

S. Fidell, Community Response to High-Energy Impulsive Sounds: An 
Assessment of the Field Since 1981 (National Academy Press), 1996.

➢ Cumulative Dose-Response



X-59 QueSST
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Extended nose with area  

shaping to reduce nose shock

Existing engine

and nozzle reduce  

complexity and cost

Existing canopy, seat, and 

crew escape systems

T-tail to  

minimize 

and tailor aft

shock

Conventional tail  

arrangement  

simplifies stability and 

control challenges

Wing shielding to reduce 

impact of inlet spillage on

signature

Full 

configuration 

detail

X-59 Design Features
Quiet design approaches adapted for a unique flight demonstrator

Key Requirements
• The acoustic signal of the X-plane must effectively replicate 

that of future larger supersonic commercial aircraft

• Must conduct community overflight tests in a manner 
representative of typical flight operations of future aircraft
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“Donor Aircraft” 
Components

Supplier Manufactured 
Components

GE F414-GE-100 Engine 

X-59 Development Progress

➢ Overall good progress in all aspects of 
aircraft design/build
• Lockheed internal design, fab, and assembly

• Contracted fabrication and supply

• NASA-developed systems

• Donor aircraft parts and components

➢ Some impacts due to design challenges 
and COVID-19

Lockheed Martin Manufacturing
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X-59 Sonic Thump Noise Level

Doebler, Rathsam, Ellis, “How loud is X-59’s shaped sonic 
boom?”,  Proc. Mtgs. Acoust. 36, 040005 2019.

https://www.buzzsprout.com/1537384/8034640

PL (dB)

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.buzzsprout.com%2F1537384%2F8034640&data=04%7C01%7Cnikki.l.newcomb%40nasa.gov%7Ce0d188a5642a4f6cafe008d8de4c2870%7C7005d45845be48ae8140d43da96dd17b%7C0%7C0%7C637503765974004825%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=WAEAbm9yAScPbPVSKid7UnMVyDjhWbGEFLW%2Fgcef4a0%3D&reserved=0
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Low Boom Flight Demonstration Mission Overview

Phase 2 – Acoustic Validation – Preparation in progress 2023-2024

• In-flight and ground measurements

• Validation of X-59 boom signature and prediction tools

• Development of acoustic prediction tools for Phase 3

NASA Dryden 

Aeronautical Test Range

F-15 Probe Aircraft

LBFD Aircraft

Meteorological 

Data (ground)

GPS

Air Traffic Control

and Communications

Mission Control

and Telemetry

NASA Operations and 

Ground Facilities

Hangar Edwards 

Air Force Base

Tele
m

etry
 &

  C
om

m
unic

atio
nsAir-to-Air 

Position Data

Meteorological 

Data (balloon)

TG-14 with 

Microphone

Microphone Arrays 

(ground)

ConOps Composite

Community Surveys

_ _ _ _ _ Near-field _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ Mid-field _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ Far-field _ _ _ 

_ _ _ _ Ground-level _ _ _ 

Schlieren Imaging

(airborne)

Schlieren Imaging

(ground) Phase 3 – Community Testing

Preparation in progress 2024-2026

• Ground measurements

• Community response surveys

• Multiple campaigns across U.S.

• Data analysis and database deliverySystematic Approach Leading to 
Community Response Testing

Phase 1 – Aircraft Development – In progress 2018-2022

• Detailed design

• Fabrication, integration, ground test

• Checkout flights

• Subsonic and supersonic envelope expansion



Preparations for Community Testing
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Community Testing Technical Challenges

➢ Plan overflight tests with the X-59 over large nonacclimated communities in the U.S.
• Obtain relevant interagency and institutional approvals – FAA, OMB, EPA, local governments

• Develop survey design and statistical analysis methods

• Develop methods to acquire and process acoustic data for exposure estimation

• Develop geolocation methods 

• Develop methods to correlate annoyance with noise exposure

➢ Conduct overflight tests with the X-59 in multiple representative U.S. communities

➢ Correlate survey and acoustic data to establish dose-response relationships for sonic 
boom exposure

➢ Provide dose-response database to ICAO

In May 2021, NASA awarded a contract to Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. (HMMH)
https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-selects-contractor-for-quiet-supersonic-flight-community-testing

https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-selects-contractor-for-quiet-supersonic-flight-community-testing
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➢ Sample design to enable nationally representative results 
from a limited number of community studies

➢ Automation of survey response acquisition and processing

➢ Participant geolocation

➢ Statistical approaches for analyzing multiple responses per 
participant

➢ Strategies to address challenges include:

• Testing/validation of survey methods and instruments through small-
scale studies

• Testing of automated processing methods to achieve target levels of 
usable/valid survey data

Survey Design and Analysis – Key Challenges
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➢ Estimating exposure level across large survey areas

➢ Estimating meteorological conditions across survey area

➢ Automation of acoustic data acquisition and exposure 
estimation methods to support X-59 deployment pace

➢ Mitigating background noise in recordings

➢ Acoustic sensor placement strategy

➢ Strategies to address challenges include:

• Hardware/software testing, validation of remote operation and 
robustness, and testing of rapid automated methods during LBFD 
Phase 2

Exposure Design and Estimation – Key Challenges
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Airfield and Community Test Site Selection

➢ Community Test 1 – Conducted from NASA AFRC

➢ Follow-on Community Test airfield/site selections in 
progress

➢ Operational criteria
• X-59 requirements (runway, elevation, etc.)

• Airfield/airspace considerations

• Meteorological constraints

➢ Data Criteria
• Survey population

• Range of exposure level (meteorological or other influences)

➢ Importance of climate zones vs other considerations

➢ Sequencing considerations

➢ Ensuring database is nationally representative

U.S. Climate Zones
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➢ NASA and partners are fully engaged with the 
international standards and regulatory 
community

➢ Psychoacoustics research in the lab and risk 
reduction community testing has enabled 
development of X-59 testing plans

➢ NASA’s commitment is to deliver data supporting 
development of standards for quiet commercial 
supersonic flight overland

Summary
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What you should know about NASA’s supersonics mission

https://www.nasa.gov/X59

https://www.nasa.gov/X59
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Backup Slides
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Low-boom Dive Maneuver Used in QSF18

Normal

Sonic 

Boom 

Loud Sonic 

Boom

Community 
Response

Survey
Area

Quiet  

“Thump” Sound

F-18 

Dive

Return



Supersonic Aircraft Noise Regulations
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➢ Civil supersonic overland flight prohibited

➢ Recent advances to significantly reduce sonic boom noise

➢ Industry interest in lifting the ban

➢ NASA is working with regulators
• Providing data

• To enable development of a new noise standard

▪ Noise metric, test procedures, noise limit

➢ What are the payoffs if we are successful?
• Replace current prohibition of civil supersonic overland flight with a noise-based standard 

for aircraft certification

• Open the door for development of a new generation of supersonic civil transport aircraft

Civil Supersonic Flight

Noise

Climb

Takeoff/ 
Landing

En route

Focus 
boom
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➢ ICAO is a specialized agency of the United Nations
• Coordinates and regulates international air travel

• Standards organization for global harmonized aviation

➢ Convention on International Civil Aviation
• Rules that include standards and recommended practices

▪ Annex 16, Environmental Protection

o Aircraft noise

o Aircraft engine emissions

➢ Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP)
• In U.S., supported by FAA Office of Environment and Energy

• NASA serves as technical advisor to the FAA

• In addition to regulators, industry groups and subject matter experts 
are represented

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

ICAO

Committee on 
Aviation 

Environmental 
Protection (CAEP)

Working Group 1: 
Noise

Supersonics Task 
Group (SSTG)

Flight Test 
Procedures 
Subgroup

Instrumentation 

Ad-hoc group
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➢ Reference Procedure Must Characterize Noise Performance at Reference Conditions

Notional Certification Procedure

Δ
P

 (
P

a
)

Time (sec)

Near-field

Mid-field

Far-field

Planetary Boundary Layer

Ground

Predictions to 
plan flight test

Test 
measurements

Test day 
predictions

Reference day 
adjustment

Validation or 
comparison of 
measurements 

and 
predictions

Calculate certification 
level and compare to 

limit

Notional Certification Procedure Steps

R. Cowart “Status of Certification Procedures for Quiet Supersonic Flight”, AIAA AVIATION 2019, Dallas, TX.
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Outdoor Sonic Boom Simulator

Gulfstream

➢ Mobile trailer that creates traveling wave using an array of loudspeakers, 
folded horn, and anechoic termination
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2500 sq mi / Thousands of participants (2023)

➢ Non-NASA locations
• X-59 operations infrastructure

• Expanded public outreach

• Flight planning / airspace coordination

➢ Survey design/management
• Multi-thousands of participants

• Aggregation/geolocation of responses

• Automation of data processing

➢ Acoustic measurements
• Land use / approvals

• Hardware robustness

• Remote operation/data transmission required

• Communications connectivity/reliability

• Automation of data processing

Key Technical Challenge – Scaling-Up

1 sq mi / 100 participants (2011)

12 sq mi / 61 participants (2017)

60 sq mi / 500 participants (2018)


